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Baldwin launches new PureFiltration ECM Compact technology at
Deburring Show 2019 in Karlsruhe, Germany
Ultrafiltration system ensuring a 100% constant electrolyte quality and flow

ST. LOUIS — September 3, 2019 — Baldwin Technology Company Inc.—a worldleading provider of technologies that improve the financial and environmental
performance of production processes - is pleased to announce its presence at the
Deburring Expo 2019 in Karlsruhe, October 8 – 10, (Hall 1, Booth 418) to present its
new PureFiltration ECM Compact.

Baldwin’s PureFiltration ECM Compact system
with self-cleaning filters increases the fluids’ life
cycle process, minimizes chemical waste and
lowers the operating costs.

To meet the market demand for high quality and efficient filtration systems for
smaller ECM machine applications, Baldwin has developed the new PureFiltration
ECM Compact System, which ensures 100% constant clean electrolyte. Due to
improved process efficiency and surface quality of the components as well as
reduced electrolyte loss, the PureFiltration ECM Compact increases the production
capacity sustainably.

"We look forward to showcasing our innovative PureFiltration ECM Compact at the
Deburring Expo, 2019, and raising awareness of our technology to the industry. Our
PureFiltration systems have proven themselves in industries such as metal and
toolmaking. This is the opportunity to experience an innovation that improves both process and product quality, saving time and
valuable resources, and contributing to a sustainable future, "said Roberto Garcia, Baldwin Technology's New Markets Sales.

The PureFiltration ECM is designed for high-precision ECM machining processes where a very clean electrolyte (<0.1 micron) is
essential. Traditional filtration methods (filter presses) no longer meet today's high demands on surface quality and
environmental aspects. The PureFiltration ECM concept is based on ultrafiltration technology, which ultimately makes the entire
manufacturing process and production capacity more efficient while protecting the environment.
All Baldwin PureFiltration ECM systems are self-cleaning, fully automatic filtration systems that require no manpower and
minimal maintenance. The pollution-grade cleaning cycles are short and do not require interruption of the ECM process, which
significantly increases the efficiency of the process.
The PureFiltration ECM system is recommended for all industries where the overall performance of ECM processes can be
improved. Baldwin offers its PureFiltration ECM in a compact size for small ECM machines as well as for high performance ECM
machines as a single filtration system or centralized filtration unit for multiple ECM machines.

For more information, please contact:

Roberto Garcia, New Markets Sales: roberto.garcia@baldwintech.com or +49 172 354 6913
Kylie Manser, Account Director, Bespoke: Baldwin@bespoke.co.uk or +44 (0) 1737 215200.
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ABOUT BALDWIN TECHNOLOGY COMPANY INC.
Baldwin Technology Company Inc. is a leading global manufacturer and supplier of innovative process-automation equipment, parts, service and
consumables for the printing, packaging, textile, plastic film extrusion and corrugated industries. As a total solutions provider, Baldwin offers our
customers a broad range of market-leading technologies, with a focus on improving the economic and environmental efficiency of production
processes. Through a global footprint of 21 company-owned locations and an extensive network of partners, our customers are supported
globally, regionally and locally by dedicated sales and service team members who add value by forming long-term relationships. Baldwin is
privately owned by BW Forsyth Partners, a Barry-Wehmiller company. For more, visit baldwintech.com.
ABOUT BW FORSYTH PARTNERS
BW Forsyth Partners is the investment arm of multibillion-dollar global manufacturing and engineering consulting firm Barry-Wehmiller.
Established in 2009, BW Forsyth Partners blends Barry-Wehmiller’s unparalleled legacy of value creation and people-centric culture development
with keen investing experience to help companies realize their true potential. With a focus limited to areas known well, BW Forsyth Partners
seeks to partner with leadership teams to acquire small- to middle-market companies in the capital and component equipment, and professional
services sectors. In each of our operating companies, BW Forsyth Partners deploys operational improvements and strategy development without
compromising the autonomy, strategic vision and entrepreneurial spirit of their leadership teams. For more information, visit bwforsyth.com.

